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What’s New - What’s Hot:

Staff Pick: From the Buttons in Bloom Collection

Artisan Yarns at Center Stage

Knots for Knits

Artisan yarns are hot! Knitters desire artisan yarns for a variety
of purposes, as sampled by some December cast-ons: Marsha S.,
newly arrived to Chestnut Hill, uses AlcheArtisan Yarns at The Knit With
my’s Synchronicity for
special scarves while
Distinguished for being hand-dyed
Jane R., from Newtown
( and occasionally hand-spun ), arSquare, swaddles Barbie
tisan yarns are truly specialty yarns
in Koigu. Cathy B.,
usually produced in small quantities
from the Art Museum
of often blended colors and from a
wider palette unknown to commercial
area chose Ellyn Coopspinners. Artisan yarns always can be
er’s Homespun ( 50%
traced to an individual fibre artist.
merino, 50% silk in a
noiled worsted weight )
Currently at The Knit With are:
for a self-indulgence
Alchemy Yarns of Transformation
cardigan while Annece
Cherry Tree Hill
P., from suburban DC,
Ellyn Cooper’s Yarn Sonnets
chose it for Marge’s
Fiesta Yarns
Sunset Scarf design;
Koigu
Denis G., from Nashville
Mountain Colors
is shawl knitting with
Schaefer Yarns
Cherry Tree Hill’s Froth.

New to The Knit With are Star Knot buttons, individually
hand-knotted, shanked buttons in a ¾ inch diameter in both
cotton-cord white and a tea-dyed fawn brown.
Knotted by Vince Brennan of Germantown, chief artisan at
Frayed Knot Arts, the Star Knot button
harkens to the
days of sail
when sailors
Star Knot Lore
regularly
Long known to
knotted – and
generations of frusocca si on a l l y
trated mariners as
knitted.
the hardest knot to
Vince has
tie, star knots securbeen
knotting since boy-hood, learning
ed a ship’s standing
“
the
ropes ” from an ex-sailor neighrigging to the deadbor,
expanding
his knotting knowledge
eye’s lanyards and
during
his
own
Navy days. He has
were most usually
published several articles on knotting
( Co n tin ued, Page 2 )
subjects and has recently started making
fancywork on a full-time basis . The star
( Co n tin u ed, Page 2 )

Glad You Asked

Doubled Circulars Does Work

Editors’ Note:

Understanding New Yarn Classifications
Coming to your yarn labels soon is the Craft Yarn Council of
America’s new system for classifying the weights of yarns. This
new system – already in use by major knitting publishers and the
largest spinners – classifies yarns into 6 numbered weights in an
attempt to simplify consumers’ purchases and uses of yarns. ( See,
Knitting Notes at Page 3 for details of the new classification
scheme. ).
The new numbered system seeks to dispense with what some
describe as archaic terminology for describing yarn weights –
lace, fingering, stocking, baby, sports, double knitting, worsted,
bulky, chunky and super chunky – replacing it with a more
ordered and scientific system based upon tension groups, normally
gained using a standard needle.
Knitting enthusiasts may welcome the system as more liberating – relieving them of the need to understand how different
weights of yarns create different fabric properties, even when knit
with the same needle, and untying the knitter from the
recommended yarns specified in patterns. Purists may justifiably
( Co ntinued, Page 4 )

Always expressed in disbelief is: Can I
knit
small items in the round without
Glad You Asked
using double points. You can – using
Sporadic answers to
two circulars in lengths at least twice the
queer queries
circumference to be knit. Many can recall Marge quipping: when will you give
up your sticks! – double points being the sticks Marge gave up
first. Knitting short rounds is easy by looping the circular to knit
off stitches held at the other end of the same needle. Note: Two
circulars needed ( find the figure 8 ); joints reduced by half.
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The Newest Trend

Shop Talk:

Afghan Knitting Is in Resurgence
Whether sparked by the high price of home heating fuels, or instigated by a wealth of new designs and an array of suitable yarns,
afghan knitting is enjoying a resurgence.
Traditional afghans for the living room, so far, have had the
greatest appeal for knitters but other styles and other uses are
gain in g fa vor .
Judy C., from
Lafayette Hill, is
knitting her new
g r an d ch i l d a n
afghan as a crib
cover using a
modified basket
weave pattern and
Bollicine’s Baby
Night, an extrafine, machine washable, worsted weight merino while Helena G.
from Wayne, is stitching feather and fan using Muse, a variegated,
worsted weight mohair and Doris S., from East Falls, is knitting
burgundy 220 Superwash in the Twisting Cables design from the
Ultimate Book of Knit Afghans.
Crocheters can delight in the award winning afghan designs
assembled in Blue Ribbon Afghans From America’s State Fairs
published in 2003 and
showing afghans for all
seasons and in a variety of
striking designs with very
little reliance on the granny
square motif. Knitters may
want to explore on their
needles the sophistication of
Melissa Leapman’s Aran
Artistry Afghans, a pattern
book with 5 designs for
experienced knitters.
Afghans, and knitting
afghans, have many allures
especially when the yarn
used is spun of a quality
fibre and the stitch selected is one which is enhanced by the yarn’s
twist or texture. Because of their size, afghans give lots of
opportunity to master stitch pattern knitting and to explore using
otherwise seldom-used stitches; afghans can also be self finishing
by being knit in the whole rather than in strips to be assembled.
When finished, nothing is more cozy on cool winter days and cold,
blustery nights than being wrapped in an afghan.

Using The Knit With’s Hold Order Service
One of the shop’s many services for knitters is to Hold Orders.
The Knit With will happily hold, or lay-away, for thirty ( 30 )
days, any regularly stocked yarn and hold its sale price. All that is
required is a deposit of 10% of the retail value of the Hold Order.
Deposits may be applied to the purchase price of the Hold Order
when completed. Hold Orders not claimed within thirty ( 30 )
days are returned to stock.
When the shop completes working on any of your projects,
whether for finishing, buttonhole services or restoration and
conservation of knitted fabrics, we telephone or e-mail you to
inform you that your project is ready to be retrieved. If necessary,
we remind you bi-weekly. Items not retrieved within 45 days are
assessed a storage fee of $ 20 for each month, or any part of each
month, your project is in storage. After three ( 3 ) months, stored
items are deemed abandoned and are disposed.

Knots for Knits , Fro m Pag e 1
knot’s flat, inner surface makes
an unusual and efficient button
and its beauty and symmetry is
a perfect handmade closure for
handknit Aran cardigans and
oth er garment r equir in g
buttons.

Star Knot Lore , Fro m Pag e 1
found on an Admiral’s flag ship,
due to the number needed and
the complexity of tying.
When tied at the end of a
short piece of rope and
weighted, creating a star cosh,
star knots gave rise to the
expression ‘ seeing stars ’ from
the use of star coshes by press
gangs of the British Royal Navy
to impress otherwise reluctant
sailors.

V ince B rennan

The Knit With also offers
Vince’s bright white Star
Knot earrings for both
pierced and clip-on wear.
Vince’s other fancywork
includes belts and straps,
rings, lanyards, a variety of
musician straps ( for guitar,
saxaphone, mandolin, and banjo). On a custom basis, Vince knots
both clutch and shoulder purses – simply stunning works of
wearable fancywork, as is the belt Jim wears on most days.
Examples of all of Vince’s fancywork knotting are posted at his
website ( www.frayedknotarts.com ).
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Winter, 2006 Class Schedule
Classes begin the week of January 22, 2006

Register Early, Register With a Friend
Materials List Provided Upon Registration

Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course
Are you short on time but want to give “ this knitting thing ” a try ? Then try Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course.
Learn the bare basics: how to cast on, knit, purl, join yarns, make four basic pattern stitches and bind off. With this
workshop, you’ll be able to hold your own with your needles !
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

A desire to knit.
T wo sessions of two hours.
T hurs at 6 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 26

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

D awn G iampa
$ 65.00
Six participants.

Knitting Skills Brush-Up Workshop
Buff up the shine on your knitting skills with this brush-up workshop. Regain facility with cast-on, knit, purl,
increases, decreases, basic knitting stitches as well as some of the specialized techniques you used to do.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Previous familiarity with knitting
T wo sessions of two hours.
W ed at 8 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 25

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Bill G iampa
$ 75.00
Eight participants.

Introduction to Accomplished Knitting ( Part One )
This class series – going way beyond knit and purl – teaches you all the skills used by accomplished knitters:
increases, decreases, yarn-overs, following pattern stitches, reading both printed and knitted knitting while making
a classic English waistcoat. Ideal next class for graduates of Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course.
Various
$ 125.00

Duration:

Ability to perform cast-on, knit and purl.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.

Sessions:

Sun 11 AM & 2 PM , T ues 6 PM , T hurs 11 AM & 8 PM begins 1/22 Registration Limits: Eight participants each class.

Pre-requisites:

Instructor:
Tuition:

Introduction to Accomplished Knitting ( Part Two )
Accomplished knitters – capable and confident in their skills – are introduced to the specialized techniques of
assembling and finishing garments. Using the pieces of the vest knitted in Part One, participants are guided through
joining vertical and horizontal seams using both open and closed stitches, how to flawlessly pick up stitches ( without
holes ) and more.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accom plished K nitting ( Part O ne ).
Six weekly sessions of two hours.
T ues 8 PM , W ed 11 AM , T hurs 2 PM begins 1 / 24, 1 / 25, 1 / 26.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Various
$ 135.00
T en participants each class.

Intarsia ( Intermediate Knitting - Part One )
Be adventuresome! Think of yarns as paints. Learn the elusively subtle techniques of intarsia – the setting in of color
or textural changes in yarn to create pictorial, geometric or abstract artwear. Perhaps no other knitting genre broadcasts your accomplished knitting skills as does intarsia while being creatively playful.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability .
Six weekly sessions of two hours.
T ues 2 PM beginning 1 / 24.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

( Co ntinued O ther Side )
Page 2 - A

Jim Casale
$ 155.00
Eight participants each class.

Cables ( Intermediate Knitting - Part Two )
Knitting the amazing array of cable stitches marks the adventuresome knitter. Avoid getting lost in the maze of twists,
crosses and turns which distinguish cable knitting by learning line - by - line or charted reading while becoming facile
making bobbles, braids and bows in your knitting.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.
T ues 11 AM , W ed 2 PM beginning 1 / 24, 1 / 25

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 155.00
Eight participants each class.

Bias Knitting
Give your knitting a new dimension – knit on the bias. Bias knitting redefines simple stockinette and garter stitches
and adds visual interest to just about any other stitch. Knitting on the bias has its own little secrets – shared in this
workshop.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
T wo sessions of two hours.
T hurs 6 PM beginning 2 / 09.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 65.00
T en participants

Top-Down Sweater
Knit a different way – from the top-down and in the round. The raglan for this class introduces you to knitting in
the round ( say good-bye, purl! ) and practices a variety of increasing methods. Choose a cardigan or pullover. Top
down knitting has added bonuses: try the garment on as you go and wear it right off the needles.
Accomplished knitting ability.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.

Instructor:

Duration:

Tuition:

Jim Casale
$ 125.00

Sessions:

W ed 6 PM beginning 1 / 25.

Registration Limits:

T en participants.

Pre-requisites:

David’s Star Yarmulka
This Make & Take Workshop explores the alchemy of creating a circle from straight lines of knitting: a yarmulka
which stays in place without pins. Practices seldomly used yarnovers, decreases and invisible increases.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Advanced knitting ability ( right hand ).
O ne session of three hours.
M on 8 PM 1 / 23.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 110.00
Six participants

Knit to Fit
Learn to knit to fit, whether you need to upsize or downsize your pattern. Altering patterns to the size and the fit you
want to knit is fun, rewarding and freeing. We’ll convert a child’s kimono pattern to adult sizes. If you have a
particular figure challenge, we’ll try to address it.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
O ne session of two hours.
T hurs 6 PM 2 / 23.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 55.00
T en participants

Knitted Evening Purses
Have a Prom, wedding or other formal affair on your horizon? Knit the purse of your dreams: a clutched purse,
strapless or shoulder length. Choose a variety of stitch styles and colors.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
T wo sessions of two hours. M eets bi-weekly.
M on 8 PM beginning 2 / 06.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 75.00
T en participants

Domino Knitting
The mitered square playfully creates knitted fabric one square at a time. When using odd bits of similarly weighted
yarns, you can clean out your knitting basket with this technique which can be used for any garment style.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
T hree sessions of two hours. M eets weekly.
M on 8 PM beginning 2 / 20.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

© 2005. T he Knit W ith. All Rights Reserved.
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Jim Casale
$ 95.00
Six participants

Knitting Notes
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21 st Century Yarn Classifications
The world yarn community has developed a new system for classifying the different weights of yarn to make the substitution of yarns easier.
This numbered category system is now appearing in the descriptive yarn information appearing on both yarn wrappers and in published
patterns.

Y a rn W e i g ht
Sym bol &
C atego ry
Nam es

T yp e of

Sock,
Fingering,
Baby

Y a rn s i n
C a te go ry

Sport,
Baby

DK,
Light
W orsted

W orsted,
Afghan,
Aran

Chunky,
Craft,
Rug

Bulky,
Roving

K n it G a ug e *
27 – 32
sts

23 – 26

2.25 — 3.25
mm

1 to 3

Range in
S tockin ette

21 – 24
st

16 – 20
sts

12 – 15
sts

6 – 11
sts

3.25 — 3.75
mm

3.75 — 4.5
mm

4.5 — 5.5
mm

5.5 — 8
mm

8 mm
and
larger

3 to 5

5 to 7

7 to 9

9 to 11

11 and

sts

to 4 i n c he s

Recom m ended
N e e d l e in
M e tri c G a u g e

Recom m ended
N e e d l e in
US Gauge

larger

C ro c h e t G a u g e *
Ranges in

21 – 32

16 – 20

12 – 17

11 – 14

8 – 11

5 – 9

sts

sts

sts

sts

sts

sts

2.25 — 3.5

3.5 — 4.5

4.5 — 5.5

5.5 — 6.5

6.5 — 9

9 mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

and larger

B – 1

E – 4

7

I – 9

K–10 ½

M – 13

to

to

to

to

to

E –4

7

I – 9

K – 10 ½

S i n g le C r o c h et
to 4 i n c h

Recom m ended
Hook in
M e tri c G a u g e

Recom m ended
Hook in
US Gauge

M – 13

* Individual gauges may vary.

Developed by: Yarn Craft Council of America, which is solely responsible for the content of this page.

and
larger

On The Bookshelf™ :

Newly Released Tradebooks Stocked
Folk Hats, 32 Knitting Patterns & Tales From Around The
World by Vicki Square, published 2005 by Interweave Press at
$ 21.95. This latest exploration in cultural
knitting takes us around the globe through
the vista of the hat. This collection of 32
hat styles – communicating wonder, power, whimsy and purpose – is drawn from
the cultures occupying the four corners of
the Earth; it presents a wonderful exploration of cultural knitting, though some
styles require subsequent felting. Don’t
miss the baseball cap and Laplanders’ 4-corners hat.
Classic Knits for Real Women, Versatile Knitwear Designs for
Plus Sizes by Martin Storey and Sharon Brant, published 2005 by
C&T Publishing at $ 24.95. Capitalizing
on the simple concept that a correct fit
looks good in any size, Rowan designers
bring wearable design to “ real ” women
–
women whose figures reflect the
reality that beauty is not confined to
runway models. More than 35
fashionable designs are presented for all
seasons and all occasions from an
evening out to a walk in the park,
whether a cardigan or pullover. Here, the
author-designers belie the notion that knitting is inappropriate for
the larger woman who can revel wearing her knitting.
Crochet From the Heart, Quick Projects for Generous Giving
by Kristin Spurkland, published 2005 by Martingale & Company
at $ 22.95. Introduce yourself to the 4
basic stitches of crochet and become a
facile crocheter with a number of small,
easy-making and easy-gifting projects
which will teach you crochet’s increases
and decreases. An ideal title for those
involved in charitable crocheting with
preemie caps and booties and simple
crochet for all age groups. Perhaps the
best design is the booties and the most
original – the finger puppets.
The Sweater Workshop, Knit Creative, Seam-Free Sweaters on
Your Own With Any Yarn by Jacqueline Fee, published 2002 by
Down East Books at $ 25.95. Many years on the publisher’s outof-print list, and then another few on
distributors’ out-of-stock lists, finally,
perhaps the most clearly written and
knitter-friendly book for knitting in the
round is available again. The author’s
goal for the independent knitter ( and
those who aspire to the freedom of
independence ) is the perfectly fitting,
perfectly constructed, seamless sweater.
Thank goodness, The Sweater
Workshop is available again.

Hooked on Style, Fabulous Fashions to Crochet by Catherine
Blythe, published 2005 by Sixth & Spring Books, hardcover with
dustjacket at $ 24.95. Long desired by crocheters is a design
book going beyond the granny square
which the Paton’s team has produced
here. The team takes crochet, which has
become new again, to a new level of
beauty and sophistication with year round
designs for all skill levels. The Mesh
Tunic, Sarong and Floral Halter illustrate
crochet’s versatility while the Timeless
Purse demonstrates the sophistication of
this age-old technique. A staple for any
crocheter’s library.
Big Knitting, Quick and Easy Designs with Chunky Yarns and
Fat Needles by Sophie Britten, published 2005 by Martingale &
Company at $ 28.95. Big needle ( the four
sizes beginning with 17's ) knitting is not
just for scarves anymore – as amply
demonstrated here with a series of
garments ( pullovers, hoodies, jackets,
coats and even a shrugg ) without a single
fur scarf among them. Newer knitters
who have become attached to knitting with
their 17's and 19's ( the gratification in
wearing big needle knitting is very
immediate ) can expand their skills and
repertoire and postpone using small needles. The designs
presented are perfect for weekending and lounging illustrating a
range of taste – all in big needle style.

New Yarn Weight Classifications , Fro m Pag e 1
have a different take – preferring instead to experience the subtle
( and, sometimes, not so subtle ) differences in drape and stitch
definition which the old names connote.
All knitters need to distinguish the new numbered system from
the numbered system which prevailed in patterns published
through the 1970's: the “ numbered ply ” system when fingering
weights were 2–ply yarns, sports were known as 3-plys and
worsted as 4-ply yarns. Just as then – when many lace weights
( usually denominated as 1-ply yarns ) were often spun of multiple
thinner yarns – the newest system presents some challenges, not
the least of which is combining distinct weights of yarns into a
common weight when the distinctions communicate a difference
in how the yarn should be used ( for indoor wear as opposed to
outdoor use ) or density of the knitted fabric.
The new system admirably seeks to foster untying the consumer
from a designer’s yarn choice by presenting an easy to understand
scheme for classifying yarns and for the consumer’s easy
interchange of specified yarns with available yarns. Many
independent pattern writers have been doing this for decades by
merely specifying a yarn weight.
The staff at The Knit With knows and understands the various
yarn weights and their real differences – no matter the terminology used to describe the yarn weight. We are always ready to
assist you in selecting the right yarn for your knitting and crochet
project not just by weight but by fabric drape, stitch definition and
garment use.
Dawn, Bill and Jim

